The folding pathways of some proteins include the population of partially structured species en route to the native state. Identification and characterization of these folding intermediates are particularly difficult as they are often only transiently populated and play different mechanistic roles, being either on-pathway productive species or off-pathway kinetic traps. To define the role of folding intermediates, a quantitative analysis of the folding and unfolding rate constants over a wide range of denaturant concentration is often required. Such a task is further complicated by the reversible nature of the folding reaction, which implies the observed kinetics to be governed by a complex combination of different microscopic rate constants. Here, we tackled this problem by measuring directly the folding rate constant under highly denaturing conditions, namely by inducing the folding of a PDZ domain through a quasi-irreversible binding reaction with a specific peptide. In analogy with previous works based on hydrogen exchange experiments, we present evidence that the folding pathway of the PDZ domain involves the formation of an obligatory on-pathway intermediate. The results presented exemplify a novel type of kinetic test to detect an on-pathway folding intermediate.
The existence and importance of productive on-pathway intermediates are fundamental questions for our understanding of protein folding. Classically it was thought that proteins fold in a stepwise manner via a series of partially structured intermediates. This framework model was later challenged when several small, single-domain proteins, with chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 as a first example (1), were found to fold without detectable intermediates. This observation provided the basis for a nucleation-condensation mechanism, with folding through simultaneous formation of secondary and tertiary structure (2) . A more recent view proposed that proteins fold via parallel routes, depicted as a flux of molecules along different folding channels partitioned by the relative effect of denaturant on the relevant transition states (3) . This model is consistent with the statistical view of folding as a search through a funnel-like energy landscape where intermediates are not considered necessary steps during the folding but kinetic traps because of the ruggedness the folding landscape (4) .
It is well known that failure to detect intermediates in classical kinetic folding experiments does not necessarily exclude their existence. Thus, an intermediate state can be identified if it is formed and disappears with appropriate rate constants. In protein folding, detection of a curved chevron plot, i.e. a nonlinear dependence of folding/unfolding kinetics on denaturant concentration in a semi-logarithmic plot, has been taken as an indication for the presence of intermediates. By classical kinetic analysis of (un)folding data, it has been shown that curved chevron plots may arise either from the accumulation of partially folded intermediates states (5, 6) or from changes in rate-limiting steps invoking sequential barriers on the path to the native state (7, 8) . Additionally, deviations from linearity in chevron plots have been explained in terms of movement of transition states over a broad barrier without discrete intermediates (the Hammond effect) (9) .
PDZ domains are a large family of proteins that mediate protein-protein interactions (10) . These globular proteins generally consist of 80 -100 residues that fold into six ␤-strands and two ␣-helices. The presence of folding intermediates has been proposed for different PDZ domains. A late folding intermediate was suggested in the folding of the third domain of PDZ from the synaptic protein PDS-95 based on the result of hydrogen exchange experiments (11) . An early folding intermediate was proposed for murine PDZ2 from PTP-BL (PDZ2, the second PDZ domain from protein-tyrosine phosphatase Bas-like) based on a rollover effect occurring in the chevron plot under certain folding conditions (12, 13) .
Fersht (14) has proposed a critical test to define the role of intermediates in protein folding pathways based on native hydrogen exchange methods. Using an approach conceptually analogous to hydrogen exchange (15) , we have demonstrated here that the intermediate previously identified in the folding of PDZ2 is an obligatory species en route to the native state. By employing ligand-induced folding experiments, we were able to measure the folding rate of PDZ2 under highly denaturing con- 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The V44A site-directed mutant was produced using a QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene). PDZ2 was purified as described previously (13) . All experiments were performed in the presence of 50 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7, at 25°C. All reagents were of analytical grade.
An engineered variant of PDZ2 with Tyr-43 replaced with Trp (pWT43 PDZ2) and a dansylated peptide, D-EQVSAV, were used, as described previously (16) . The fluorescence of the introduced Trp-43 is decreased upon peptide binding by För-ster resonance transfer between the Trp-43 and the dansyl group.
Kinetic experiments were carried out on an Applied Photophysics Pi-star stopped-flow instrument (Leatherhead, United Kingdom); peptide induced binding experiments were carried out by mixing unfolded PDZ2 (i.e. in the presence of 6 -8 M urea) with different concentrations of peptide. The excitation wavelength was 280 nm, and the fluorescence emission was measured using a 330 Ϯ 20 nm band-pass glass filter.
RESULTS
PDZ domains are protein-protein interaction modules recognizing simple C-terminal motifs, comprising short consensus sequences, with approximately micromolar affinity (10) . The addition of a large excess of a native PDZ binding partner to the denatured protein will shift the equilibrium toward the native conformation, posing the protein folding as quasi-irreversible. Thus, in principle, ligand-induced folding experiments may be used for the direct determination of the folding rate constant, k F , even under strongly denaturing conditions as shown previously for barnase (17) . Of course this bindingdriven experiment provides an unequivocal determination of the folding rate constant only when and if (i) the binding step is faster than the folding reaction, and (ii) the binding partner interacts only with the fully native state, as depicted in Scheme I,
where D and N represent the denatured and native states, respectively, and P the peptide ligand. In the case of PDZ2, we have shown previously that the observed rate constant for binding of the specific peptide EQVSAV is in the submillisecond time domain, i.e. faster than the folding rate constants at any ligand concentration (13, 16) . Thus, for the purpose of this study, it was necessary to define the mechanism whereby the peptide ligand promotes the folding of PDZ2. To this end, we carried out a binding-induced folding experiment on a destabilized mutant of PDZ2, namely V44A. This variant, which is essentially unfolded at room temperature even in absence of denaturant (data not shown), displays an affinity for the ligand similar to that of the wild type protein when monitored under stabilizing conditions (18) . The addition of peptide (EQVSAV) to the V44A promoted the folding reaction, shifting the equilibrium toward the native state (see Scheme I).
We investigated the binding kinetics for the V44A mutant at pH 7.0 and 25°C under pseudo-first order conditions, varying either the concentration of peptide or of the protein (Fig. 1) . When the experiments were carried out in the presence of an excess of protein, the pseudo-first order rate constant yielded a linear concentration dependence. In contrast, when the experiments were carried out in the presence of an excess of the ligand, the observed rate constant was decreased upon increasing the peptide concentration. By analogy with the classical Monod-Wyman-Changeux (MWC) concerted model (19) , these results suggest that the ligand significantly interacts only with the native state (20) . A direct interaction with the denatured state or with the intervening folding transition state(s) would result in an increase of the apparent rate constant with increasing ligand concentration.
It has been shown that the chemical exchange of labile amide protons can be employed successfully to measure the unfolding rate constant under native conditions (15) . In fact, under the so-called EX1 condition (21) (22) (23) , the observed exchange rate constant will be identical to the unfolding rate constant. In analogy with the hydrogen-deuterium exchange methodology, the observed kinetics, induced by a quasi-irreversible binding reaction (i.e. kЈ on [P] Ͼ Ͼ k U and k off ; see Scheme I), will be essentially limited by the folding microscopic rate constant even under strongly denaturing conditions (i.e. k U Ͼ Ͼ k F ) given a sufficiently high peptide concentration. We measured the binding-induced folding rate constant for PDZ2 at different urea concentrations by mixing denatured PDZ2 with an excess of peptide ligand. All of the observed binding traces followed single exponential behavior. The bindinginduced folding kinetics were followed as a function of peptide concentration, as exemplified for one representative urea concentration in Fig. 2 . Observed kinetics were fitted to the equation,
where k F app and k U app are the apparent folding and unfolding rate constants and K D is the equilibrium dissociation constant for the ligand P. The logarithms of the calculated k F values, together with the conventional chevron plot for PDZ2 measured under the same experimental conditions, are shown in Fig.  3 . Inspection of Fig. 3 clearly shows that the folding arm, obtained from binding-induced experiments, displays a downward curvature, mimicking the rollover effect observed in the unfolding arm of the conventional chevron plot at high urea concentrations (13) .
Nonlinear dependence of log k obs on denaturant concentrations have been explained both by folding pathways involving intermediates and by the Hammond effect (9) . In theory, the kinetics of a two-step reaction should be fitted to the roots of a quadratic equation. However, because it is often impossible to measure the two relaxation rate constants experimentally, different approximations have been introduced. On one hand, assuming the presence of an unstable, high energy, on-pathway intermediate in steady state with the ground states (7, 8) , the following equation can be derived,
where k F and k U are the overall folding and unfolding rate constants and k AB are the microscopic rate constants for the interconversion of the substrate A to the product B. Under such condition the curvature is supposed to reflect a change in the rate-limiting step (14) , and a symmetrical curvature for the folding and unfolding arm should be observed, as pictured in the energy diagram in Fig. 3 . Alternatively, the intermediate (which can be either on-or off-pathway) may be assumed to be in a fast pre-equilibrium with the ground states (5, 6), as formalized in Equation 3 .
According to this model, the curvature in the plot is caused by a change in stability of the intermediate relative to the ground states as the urea concentration is changed. Furthermore, accumulation of an intermediate prior to the main rate-limiting bar- , when and if an on-pathway high energy intermediate can be identified, the rollover effect reflects a change in the ratelimiting step, and a symmetrical curvature of the folding and unfolding arm should be observed.
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rier (as postulated in Equation 2) implies multiphasic (un)folding kinetics, as described previously for a variety of different proteins (24 -28) . Under such conditions, the kinetically resolved amplitudes may be different from those expected from the total signal change between the native and the denatured states ("burst phase effect"). However, it should be noted that detection of additional phases, escaping the stopped-flow time resolution, requires long extrapolations that may jeopardize quantitative analysis (29) . Both Equations 2 and 3 lead to very similar solutions with a partition factor describing alternatively either the K eqI Ϫ N or k IU /k IN (i.e. reflecting the difference between the activation barriers for the intermediate to revert to the reagents rather than proceeding to the products). In fact, although a symmetrical curvature of the folding and unfolding arm may be postulated in Equation 2 , the reversible nature of the folding reaction prevents a direct measurement of the folding rate constants at higher denaturant concentrations, with the process being dominated by the unfolding rate constant. This implies that the two models are kinetically indistinguishable on the basis of the analysis of rate constants obtained from folding/unfolding experiments only.
The combined PDZ2 folding experimental data, obtained from (i) binding-induced experiments, i.e. the folding arm, and (ii) conventional chevron plot, reflecting k obs , are reported in Fig. 3 and have been globally fitted to both Equations 2 and 3. The curve fitting clearly favored Equation 2, and a symmetrical curvature for the folding and unfolding arm can be observed. The quadratic equation describing folding over a single broad energy barrier (9) was also fitted to the combined data set and produced a fit that was basically indistinguishable from Equation 2 (not shown).
DISCUSSION
The existence of a folding intermediate of PDZ2 was suggested previously from the curvature observed in the chevron plots under certain reaction conditions (12, 13) . To investigate whether the proposed intermediate is a productive on-pathway species, we employed the peptide-induced folding approach. This experiment exemplifies a quantitative kinetic test to define the role of intermediates in the folding pathway.
In conventional folding/unfolding experiments, the observed rate constant is the sum of k F and k U . To assess the presence of folding intermediates, long extrapolations of the observed amplitudes may be required, which often jeopardize quantitative analysis (29) . Furthermore, ultra-rapid mixing devices can be employed only to detect the presence of low energy intermediates, which accumulate early in protein folding pathways (28) . In the peptide-induced folding experiment presented herein, the refolding rate constant could be obtained independently of the unfolding rate constant even at high denaturant concentrations, and the full folding limb of PDZ2 could be added to the conventional chevron plot (Fig. 3) . Moreover, as shown in Fig. 3 , by combining the data sets we can discriminate between two of the models brought forward to explain the curvature in the chevron plots, i.e. (i) the presence of a low energy intermediate (either on or off of the productive pathway leading to the native state) and (ii) the presence of a high energy unstable on-pathway intermediate. Curve fitting of the peptide-induced folding data ( Fig. 3) clearly favors the latter case.
An alternative model that accounts for the rollover effect in chevron plots has been introduced by Oliveberg and co-workers (9), who proposed the folding transition state as represented by a broad ensemble of structures along the reaction coordinate. A powerful parameter in analyzing the nature of protein folding transition state is the ␤ T value for unfolding, which is given
, reflecting the degree of accessible surface area of the transition state relative to the denatured and native states. The relationships between mutational perturbations and transition state movements, i.e. changes in ␤ T value, have recently been employed to measure the site-specific contact formation along the folding reaction coordinate (30) . Taking advantage of a ligand-induced folding experiment, we measured the folding rate constant directly over a wide denaturant concentration range comprising high values of urea (Fig. 3) . Thus, as shown previously for barnase (14) , it was possible to calculate the ␤ T value as a function of urea concentration from the derivative of the analytical equation for the fitted curve. The value of ␤ T , plotted in Fig. 4 , displays a cooperative transition with increasing urea concentration and changes from 35% exposure at low urea (reflecting transition state 1) to 85% at high urea (reflecting transition state 2), with the midpoint at 3.5 M urea. Monotonic changes in denaturant concentrations are expected to result in continuous changes in the surface-accessible area for a protein folding via a continuum of transition states over a broad energy barrier (9) . On the other hand, consistent with what we observed here for PDZ2 folding, three-state reactions imply an identifiable sigmoidal transition at increasing concentration of urea (14) . Thus, although it is impossible to distinguish between the three-state and the broad barrier models on the basis of observed rate constants alone, analysis of the ␤ T value provides a strong indication in favor of the presence of an on-pathway intermediate.
In conclusion, as described above, the ligand-induced binding procedure allows a direct determination of the refolding rate constant under highly denaturing conditions. As exemplified by the PDZ2 folding, an important added value of this methodology lies in testing the validity of linear free energy relationships in protein folding studies and in defining the mechanistic role of intermediates along folding pathways.
